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DECUS  Program  Library  Write-up

FcjcAI+5/un

DECUS  No.   FOCAL8-52

GENERAL

This   is  a  new version  of  FOCAL,   based  on  FOCAL-W,   8/68,  which  has  been  expanded  and
rewritten  to  remove  numerous  bugs  and  restrictions  and,  f.o  provide  a  large  number  of new
commands  and  extended  capabilities.

Some  of the  new  features are:

a)    Belt.er  control  over  I/a  devices,   including  the  high-speed  punch.

b)    New  I/0  formats,   including  buffered  input  that  accepts  expressions  as  well  as  numbers,
input  and  output  of single  AScll  characters,  and  a  tabulation  controller.

c)    A  group  of  ''OPTION"  commands  t.hat   perform  minor  functions  such  as  suppressing  or  restoring
keyboard  echo  and  changing  I/0  modes.

d)   A  more  compact  extended  function  package,  resulting  in  an  enlarged  user  area;  also a  command
for  deleting  the  extended  functions.

e)    Extended  command  formats;  also  a  provision  for  using  calculated  line  numbers.

This  documentation  is a  supplement  t.o  the  FOCAL manual,  and  presumes  that the  user  is already
familiar  with  FOCAL-W.

LOADING

Tlle  following    binary   versions  of  FOCAL 5/69,  are  available:

a)    FOCAL  5/69   Binary  -This  tape  contains  the  basic  version,  and  is  in  two  secfi.ons.    The
second  (smaller)  section  contains  the  extended  functions  and  enables  +he  LIBRARY  DELETE  com-
mand  for  deleting  them  at  a  later  time.    The  ext.ended  functions  may  be  omitted  at  load  time,   in
which  case  the  LIBRARY  DELETE  command   is  also  omitted,   by  loading  only  the  first  section  of  the
tape.    The  extended  functions  may also  be  restored  at any  time  by  loading  the  second  section  of
the  tape.    CAUTION:  there  may  be  trouble   if extended  functions  overlap a  user  program;
therefore,   load  the  extended  functions  only  after  issuing  an  ERASE  ALL  command,  or  wit,h  a  short

program  present  (less  than  about  1500  characters).

Loading Instructions  (Non  disk)

Be  sure  the  BINARY  LOADER  is  in  core,   then  perform  the  following  steps:
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1.    Set  7777   into  the  Switch   Register  and    press  LOAD  ADDRESS.

2.     If the  high-speed  reader  is  being  used,  set   SR bit¢  to  zero.

3.    Place  FOCAL  5/69   Binary  in  the  selected  reader.     If the
teletype  reader  is  being  used,  set  the  reader  switch  to
START .

4.     Press  START,   t.he  tape  will  be  read  in.     It  will  stop  at  the  end
of the  first  section.     If accumulator  lights  are  on  checksum  error
has  occurred  and  the  loading  procedure  should  be  repeated.

5.    The  extended  functions  are  loaded  if desired  by  pressing        press
CONTINUE.     When  the  reader  stops,   check  the  accumulator
as above .

6.    Turn  the  teletype  to  LINE.    Set¢2¢¢  into  the  Switch  Register,

press  LOAD  ADDRESS  and  then  START.    The  teletype  will  prinf:
C+FcjGA:+, 5/ ff)

and  type  a  back-arrow  on  the  next  line,  signaling  that  it  is
ready  for  commands .

Disk-Monitor

To  save  FOCAL  5/69  on  the  systems  device,   ensure  the  Monit.or  is  in  core  and  star+  by striking
CTRL/C or  starting at 76¢¢.

;ls-AR?,JR:p,
*

*
*OPT-2

ST=¢,'

tttftt

Call  the  Binary  Loader.
Specify  input  device  (T;,T:
if no  high-speed  reader).

Two-pass  load .
Return  to  Monitor  after  load .
After  each  arrow,  strike  CTRL/P
to  c;ontinue  loading.    At  the  end
of the  seco.nd  section  of  tape  it
should  be  repositioned  to  the
beginning.

.sAVEFcycAIL  i.   f a-p!F;]7  , F!f rirtyf a-7E;]7 -, r4/f a ).

To  save  FOCAL without  the  extended  functions:

LOADp'.
*lN-R:J
*
*OPT-2

ST--¢J

i i t- i_ _

Reposition  the  tape  at  the
end  of the  first  section .

.isAVEFcycAI+ `.  ¢-r5m , rJf IA rpr]r5m ., qufo I



b)    FOCAL 5/69 Two-User  Binary  -This version  requires  8K or more  of memory,  a  second  teletype
and  PT¢8  control .     The  tape  is a  binary-punched  version,   containing  the  extended  functions,
the  LIBRARY  DELETE  command,  and  a  starting  patch  in  the  user  area  which  transfers  FOCAL
to    Field    1      and  performs  the  necessary  modifications  for  two-user  operation.    The  coding
in.Field ¢   is  for  the  standard  teletype  (TTY¢),  and  the  coding  in  Field   1    is  for  the  PT¢8
teletype  (TTY  1).    The  system  is  arranged  so  that  the  computer  will  swap  back-and-forth
between  users  at  least  TO00  times  per  second  (PDP-8/I),  thus  providing  a,  pseudo-time-shared
system .

Loading  Instructions  (Non  disk)

Load  FOCAL 5/69    Two-User  Binary        with  the  Binary  Loader  as  previously  described.     The
tape  has  one  section.    Turn  on  both  teletypes,  set ¢2¢¢  into  the  switch  register  (the  Data  Field
and  Instruction  Field  switches  should  be  all  set  to  zero),   press  LOAD  ADDRESS  and  START.
Both  teletypes  will  print  C-FOCAL,  5/69.    The  teletypes  may  now be  independently operated.

Disk-Monitor

To  save  Two  User  Focal  on  +he  sys+ems  device,   place  the  FOCALB/69      Two-User  .binary.. tape
in  the  selected reader  and  give  this  command  sequence:

. LOAD,)
*lN-R:J                                                  (Or  T:     if using  the  teletype  reader.)
*

*OPT-2                                                   Two-pass  load.

ST=¢pj                                                       Return  to  monitor  after  load.

t t t i                                             tcaTPE¥op tahsebbeef:::; jnRge:°hs::i:: the
reaches  the  end.

.sAVEFcycAI+  '.  ¢-A:I]7  ,Fflrtyf alF;in ., 2f rf a}

Note  that  it  is  not  necessary  to  SAVE  anything  from  Field  1   (as  it was  with  FOCAL  8/68,
Two-User     ).    All  the  necessary  coding  is  initially  present  in  Field ¢  and  is  swapped  to  Field  1
after  starting.

c)    Restarting  -All  versions  may  be  restart'ed  at  location ¢2q¢  in  Field ¢.    The  teletype  will
respond  by  printing  ?¢¢.¢¢,   indicating  manual  restart.    (ln  two-user  FOCAL,  only  TTY¢ will
respond;  however,  both  users  will  have  been  restarted .)

COMMAND  CHANGES  AND  NEW  FEATURES

The  following  is  an  alphabetical   list  of  FOCAL  commands,   explaining  all  the  changes  in  the
FOCAL,  5/69 version

ASK

This  command  now operates  in  two  modes,   lnterpretive  and  Character.     It  is  initially set  t.o



lnterpretive  mode  and  may  be  changed  by the  OPTION  commands.

In  lnterpretive   mode  FOCAL accepts  either  numbers  or  valid  numerical  expressions  (composed
of  numbers,   functions,   and  defined  variables).    The  following  are  correct  responses:

=3 . 4576

:23*4.68E-5
:3/FSQT(77)
:A+3*B-2 (assuming  A  and  8 are  defined)

RUBOUT  may  now  be  used  to  correct  mistakes  (as  in  command  input),  and  the  back-arrow  works
normally.    Leading  spaces  are  ignoredo    The  number  or  expression  must  be  terminated  by  a
carriage-return,   comma,  or  CTRL/L  character.    The  user  may  also  specify  another  character  as
a  terminator  (see  OPTION  S).    Note  that  space  and  ALTMODE  are  no  longer  termina[ors.    If
there  is  an  error  in  the  input expression,   FOCAL will  type  an  error  message  and  stop,   giving  the
step  number  of the  ASK  command  as  the  location  of the  error.

There  is  also  a  provision  for  attaching  comments  to  the  input:    anything  typed  after  a  semicolon
will  be  considered  a  comment  and  ignored.

The  ASK  command  types  a  colon  for  each  variable  whose  value  it  is  asking.    The  colon   printout
may  be  suppressed,   if desired,  by  the  OPTION  X  command.    All  other  features  of ASK  work
normally   (as  in  TYPE);    see  TYPE  for  the  change  to  °/o  and  the  addition  of  &.

In  Character  mode,   which  is selecl.ed  by  +he  OPTION  C  command,   FOCAL accepts a  single
AScll  character  for  each  variable  and  converts  the  character  to  its  decimal  code  (see  the  list
of decimal  ASCII  codes).    Any  printing  or  nonprinting  character  may be  input  by this  method,
and  there  is,  of course,   no  need  to  terminate  the  input.    Example:

+OPTIONC;     FOR  It51,6;  ASKX(I),"    "
:A    :8     :X    :#    :a     :3-

+FOR   1=1,6;  TYPE a/o3.¢,   X(I)
A Bxife`:I 3 +

+OPTION  I;  FOR  1=|,6;   TYPE  X(I)
193   194   216    163   192   179-

(Note:    in  FOCAL 8/68,   the  only valid  input  is  a  number,
and  RUBOUT  cannot  be  useci .)

COMMENT

No  change.    Notice  that a  blank  li'ne  is  also  a  comment,  as  is step ¢try.¢¢  (the  heading  C-FOCAL,
5/69,  which  is  typed  without  its  step  number)

DO

The  DO  command  works  normally.    Note  that  DO  3  is  equivalen+ to  DO  3.¢¢.



There  are  two  new  features  available  in  the  DO  command.    First,  more  than  one  line  number
may  be  given,  separated  by  commas;    FOCAL will  execute  them  in  order,  as  if they  had  been

giveri  in  separate  DO  commands.    For  example,

DO  3.12,  5.54,  4,14,    1.56;
is  equivalent to

DO  3.12;  DO  5.54;  DO 4;  DO  14;  DO  1.56;

This  feal.ure  is  also  implemented  in  WRITE.

Second,   a  line  number  may  be  any  valid  nume.rical  expression  if  it  is  preceded  by  a  sign

(+  or  -).    Thus,

DO  +N-.1
will  DO step  3.2  if  N  is  equal  to  3.3.    The  expression  is  evaluated  and  truncated  to  the  next
lower  hundredth  to  arrive  at a  line  number;  if  it  is  negative   or  greater  than  15.99,  an  error
message  will  result.

WARNING:    in some  cases,  due  t.o  errors  in  approximating  a  decimal  number  in  binary,  a
number  like  4.3¢  will  be  stored  as  4.299999,  and  will  be  truncated  to  the  step  number  4.29;
if this  occurs,  simply  add  a  factor  of  .¢¢5  to  the  line   number  expression.

This  feature,  which  is  also  available  in  ERASE,   GOTO,   lF,   MODIFY,   and  WRITE,   is  very
useful  within  a  program  for  allowing  var.iables  to  determine  what steps  are  ro  be  executed.

Note  that  a  line  number  must  be  in  standard  form  (XX.XX,   X.XX,   XX.X,  X.X,    XX  or  X)  if
it  is  not  preceded  by a  sign.     Note  also  that  FOCAL uses  over  five  t.imes  as  much  time  evaluating
a  line  number  in  floating  point as  it does  in  fixed  point.

ERAS.E

Erase  works  normally,   with  the  exception  that  the  command  ERASE ¢ will  no  longer  destroy
FOCAL as  it did  in  FOCAL 8/68.    ERASE  without  a  line  number  or  ALL erases  only  the  variable
st.orage;    the  command  does  not terminate  the  line  as  it did  before.    When  a  line  number  or  ALL
is  given,   however,   FOCAL returns  to  command  mode  immediately  after  executing  t.he  command;
it also  erases  the  variables  (this  was  true  of  FOCAL  8/68  as  well,  although  not  made  clear  by  the
manual).    This  is  because  the  variable  pointers  are  upset by  erasing,   modifying,  or  adding  steps

(program  and  variables  share  the  same  storage).

Summary

i+i

RASE

RASE ¢

ERASE  12.34

ERASE  3

ERASE  ALL

Erase  the  variables  and
continue  running.

Erase  step  12.34 and  variables.
Erase  group  3  and  variables.
Erase  program  and  variables.

Note:    calculated  line  numbers  are  legal  as  in  DO.
5



FOR

This  command  has  been  improved:    The  format  is  the  same  as  it  was  before  (either  FOR  Fn] ,  n2,
n3;   . . .  or  FOR  l=nl ,   n2;  with  an  assumed  increment  of  I),   but  there  are,   in  addition,   +wo
new  features:

1)    A  negative  increment  may  be  given  for  backward  counting.    For  example,
FOR  1=  4,-1,-3  will  coijnt:   4,3,2,1.,¢,-I,-2,-3.

2)    lf the  initial  value  is  already  beyond  the  final  value,  the  object statements
(the  rest  of the  line  after  the  FOR  command)  will  not  be  executed  at all .
(FOCAL 8-68  would  always execute  the  obiect statements at  least  once).
For  example:

+  FOR  1=1,3,.  TYPE  ''X"
XXX-

+ FOR  1=1,¢;  TYPE  "X"
+ FOR  1=5,-2,I;  TYPE  "X"

XXX<-
+FOR  I=5,-2,6;  TYPE  "X"                 `
+ SET  N=77;  FOR  1=5,-I, N;  TYPE  "X"

+

GO

The   GO  commc]nd  works  normally.     Note  that  GO  is  equivalen+  to  GOTO ¢.

GOTO

GOTO  allows  calculated  line  numbers  as  in  DO.

HELLO

This  is  a  new  command  which  quickly  and  easily  initializes  FOCAL  ro  its  original  conditions.
HELLO  performs  the  following  commands:

TypE  °/o8.4;  OPTION  K,   T,   I,   E,   :,   S;   ERASE  ALL.

Use  of this  command  will  prevent  confusion,   especially  to  beginners,   resulting  from  output  being
typed  in  unexpected  formats  or  a  previous  program  not  being  erased .

IF

IF  command   operates  as  before.        Calculated  line  numbers  are  allowed  as  in  DO.    The  space
between  IF  and  the  left  parenthesis  is  now  no  longer  necessary.

Note:    The  expressic>n  must  be  enclosed  by  curved  parentheses;  square  or  angle  bracke+s  are
not  al lowed .



LIBRARY  DELETE

Library  Delete  is a  new  command  which  deletes  the  extended  functions  FSIN,   FCOS,    FATN,
FLOG,  and  FEXP  in  order  to  free  more  core  for  user  area.    The  user  area  is  816  words   long
with  the  extended  functions  present;  the  figure  is  increased,  to  1 ]26  words when  they  are
removed.                                                                               y

WARNING:     the  extra  space  is  not available  until  FOCAL  has  once  returned to  c;mmand  mode;
thus,   LIBRARY  DELETE  should  be  given  as  a  direct  command  only.

This  command  is  not  enabled  unles`s  the  extended  functions  were  initially  loaded  with  FOCAL.

(They  are  automatically  loaded  into  both  fields  in  Two-User  FOCAL.)   Thus  if the  functions
were  omitted  by  not  loading  the  second  section  of  the  tape,   LIBRARY  DELETE  is  an  illegal
command .

LIBRARY  is  designed  as  an  expandable  command;  LIBRARY  DELETE  is  the  only  form
implemented  now,  but  others  could  be  added  if desired  by  sacrificing  some  user  area.   (There
is  presently  no  free  space  left  within  FOCAL.)    Interested  users  can  obtain  the  listing  at  a
handling  charge  of  $5.00

MODIFY

MODIFYworksasu`sual.   Calculated  line  numbers  are  accepted.     Remember  that  the  use  of
MOD-I.FY erases  the  variables  and  returns  to  command  mode.

CAUTION:    It  is  possible,  using  MODIFY,  to  make  a  line  more  than  72  characters  long

(including  line  number).     FOCAL will  not obiect  to  this.     However,   if the  program   is  punched
and  later  loaded  back  in  via  the  reader,  the  line  will  be  too  long  to  read  and  will  cause  an
error  message .

OPTION

This  is  a  new  family  of commands  for  performing  opera+ions  useful  mainly  to  the  advanced

programmer.    An  OPTION  command  consists  of the  word  OPTION  followed  by  one  or  more
words  (which  may be  abbreviated  to  their  initial  letters)  separated  by  commas.    For  example:

OPTION  KEY,   PUNCH,   ECHO,  X
OPT  K;  OPT  P;  OPT  E;  OPT  X
0  K, P, E,X

are  all  equivalent.

COMMANDS

OPTION  R Switch  all  input  to  the  high-speed  reader.    All
subseciuent  data  and  command  input  is  taken  from
the  reader  until  an  OPTION  K  command  is  given
or  the  reader  runs  out of fape.    To  read  in  a

program,  give  OPTION  R as  a  direct  command  with
the  tape  in  the  reader.

7



OPTION  K

OPTION  P

OPT]aN  T

OPTION  I

OPTION  C

OPTION  X

OPTION  :

OPTION  S
number

OPTION  S

Switch  input to the  teletype  keyboard  (or  teletype
reader).     Input  is also switched  to  the  keyboard  if
the  reader  runs  out  of tape,  an  error occurs,  or
CTRL/C  i`s  struck.

Transmit  all  output  to the  high-speed  punch.     This
new  facility  punches  all  the  output  that  would  normally
be  typed,   including  keyboard  echo  and  back-arrows.

(Key  echo  may be  suppressed  by  the  OPTION  N
command . )

Switch  output  to  the  teletype;  this  restores  FOCAL
to  normal  teletype  output.    Output  is also  switched
to  the  teletype  if an  error  occurs  or  CTRL/C   is
struck .

Set  the  ASK  and  TYPE  commands  to  lnterpretive  Input
mode  and  Numeric  Output  mode.  (FOCAL  is  initially
set  to  this  mode .)   See  ASK  and  TYPE.

Set ASK and   TYPE  to  Character  Input/Output
mode,  whereby  a  single  ASCIl  character  is  read  or

Printed  for  each  variable  or  expression;  the  character
is  stored  by  FOCAL as  a  decimal  number  corresponding
to  the  character  code.

Suppress  the  colon  printout,   which  occurs  when  FOCAL
is  executing  an  ASK  command.    This  command  is  useful  for

providing  cleaner  output,   especially  when  inpijtting
data  from  the  high-speed  reader.    When  OPTION  X  is
in  effect,   FOCAL simply  pauses  for  input  of each
variable .

Restore  the  colon  printout,   if deleted  as  above.

Set  t.he  number  following  "S"  as  the  character  code
for an  extra  input  terminalor.     Normal  terminators

(used  in  response  to  an  ASK  command)  are  return,
comma  and  CTRL/L.    The  user  may  define  space  to  be  a
terminator  by  typing  OPTION  S  16¢  where   16¢   is  the
code  for  the  character space.     (Leading spaces are
ignored  on  input  and  will  not  terminate).      OPTION  S
138      will  define  line-feed  to  be  the  terminator.

Note:   only one  special  terminator  is  in  effect at  any
one  time.

(With  no  number):    delete  the  special  terminafor.

8



OPTION  N

OPTION  E

OPTION M

No  Echo:    normally,   all  characters  typed  on  the
keyboard  or  input  from  the  low-speed  reader  are

printed,  or   "echoed, "  on  the  teletype.    This  feature
may  be  suppressed  by the  OPTION  N  command.    Note
that  a  back-arrow  will  still  be  printed  to signal
command  mode,  and  a  backslash  will  still  be  typed  in
response  +o  rubolj+.

Restore  the  echo,   if deleted  as above.

Start  the  Disk  Monitor.    The  Disk/DEctape  monitor
sf arts at  location  76¢try;  OPTION  M  causes the  computer
to  exit  FOCAL at  the  completion  of all  printing  and

iump  to  this  location,  thereby  starting  the  monitor,  which
responds  with  a  period.    Obviously,  this  command
should  not  be  used  if the  computer does  not  have  a
monitor  system .    The  OPTION  M  command  may be  suppressed
if necessary  by  changing  the  conleiifs  of  location  3271
from  4225 to 4526 .

FOCAL  is  initially  set  (and  is  set  by  the  HELLO  command)  to  the  following  sta{.es:

OPTION  K
OPTION  T
OPTION  I
OPTION
OPTION
OPTION

QUIT

No  change.

RETURN

Keyboard  input.
Teletype  output.
Interpretive/Numeric  I/0  mode.
Echo  feature  operative.
Colon  printout  enabled  at  ASK  commands.
Special  input  terminator  deleted.

No  change.    Note  rha+  RETURN  is  equivalent  to  QUIT  if there  is  nothing  to
return  ro.

SET

Works   normally.    FOCAL  will   type  an   error  message   if  the   expression   on   the  right
of  the  equals  sign   contains  an   undefined  variable  {on6   that  has  not  been   given   a
value  in  a  SET,   FOR,  or ASK  command).

TYPE

TYPE  has  been  improved  in  several  ways.    FOCAL will  now  no  longer  hang  up  typing  zeroes
when  it encounters  certain  format errors.      Also,   TYPE  no  longer  prints  qn  equcll  sign  before



each  number  to  be  output,  as  it did  in  FOCAL8/68o

When  the  input/ou+pu+  mode  is  lnferpretive   (see   OPTION   I  and  ASK),   the  output  will  be
typed  in  the  numerical  formal  (specified  by  use  of the  a/a sign).     When   the  mode   is
Character   (see  OPTION  C),  TYPE  will   instead  convert  the  output  value  to a  character
and  print  that  single  character.    For  example:

+  SET  A=195;  SET  85183;   SET  C=164;  SET  D=22]
+OPTION  I;  TYPE °/o3.¢P,  A,   a,  C,  D

195183   T64  221<-
+OPTION  C;  TYPE A,  8,   C,   D

C7SJ -

All  characters  may  be  output  in  this  mode  (including  nori-printing  characters);  legal  codes
run  from ¢  to  255.      If a  code  outside  this  range  is  given,   it  will  be  reduced   modulo  256
to  a  number  between ¢ and  255.

The  following  changes  are  eff.ective  in  both  TYPE and  ASK  commands:

Symbol          Example

O/o                O/J.3 This  symbol  is  used  for  setting  the  format  in
which  numbers  are  to  be  typed.     "TYPE  a/o7.3.
means  type  7 digits,  of which  3 are  to  be  to
the  right  of the  decimal  point .    (lt  is  now  no
longer  necessary to  specify  a/o7.¢3).     Examples:

+ S ET A=3 . 472
+TVPE°/o5.4,A

3.472¢-
+TVPE°/o9.2,A

3.47+
+ TYPE °/o2,  A

31-

+ TypE o/o4.1,  A
3 . 5 1-

+TypE a/o6.6,  A/]¢
•£4:J2flfl-

Other  improvements:

1)  The  last  example  would  not  have  been  legal
in  FOCAL8/68.    In  FOCAL 5/69,  the  leading
zero  before  the  decimal  point  is suppressed  if
necessary.

2)    Roiunding   is  now  done  cor`rectly.     In  0/o2  format,
the  number  7.5  will  be  rounded  t.o  8,  and  7.499  will
be  rounded  to 7.

10



Symbol         Example

a/o
O/c,f a f i

a/cfl,fl.4

SS

&&22
&N

3)   Output fields are  no  longer  restricted  to
31   characters.

This  is  the  signal  for  E  format  output.
Numbers  are  printed  with six  decimal  places

(but no  leading  zero),   followed  by  a  sign  and
tens exponent.

This  means  type  in  E  format,  but  with  only
four  digits .

Note:    the  format  is  initially set  (and  set  by
HELLO)too/o8.4.

This  is  the  signal  for  FOCAL to  type  the
values  of all  defined  variables.    The  S  does  not
terminate  the  command  line  as  it did  in  FOCAL
8/68.    The  values  are  typed  in  numerical
format even  if the  I/0  mode  is  Character.    Also,
the  full,  signed  subscript  is  typed;   FOCAL 8/68
could  only  print  positive  subscripts  up  to  99.
Legal  subscripts are  -2048  to +2¢47.

Note:  the  values are  typed  in  whatever  format
is  in  effect at the  moment.

Example:

+ ERASE;  SET  X=2.354;  SET A(44)=-2345.6
+ SET  VW(-554)=X+A(44);  TYPE  S;  ,ERASE  ALL

x a (+f af a)=          -2. 354¢
A@` (+44)=    -2345.6¢prp

a_VW(1554)=-2343.24¢fty

This  new symbol  is a  tabulation  controller.    For
tabulation  purposes,  the  teletype  columns are

&  a+3           numbered  froni  I  to  72  from  left  to  right,  and  the
specification   &  N,  where  N  is  an  expression,
will  cause  the  te.Ietype  to  tabulate  to  the  Nth
column  (if  it  is  already  at  or  past  t.he  Nth  column,
the  command  will  be  ignored).    This  feature  is
useful  tor  aligning  input  data,  providing  more
concise  output,  and  plotting.    Note  that non-

printing  characters  will   not'be  counted  and,
therefore,  will  not  throw  off the  alignment.

The  symbols  '',   I.,  and  #  will  work  normally.     Note  that  it  is  not  necessary  to  put  a  comma
after a  '.  ,  #  ,  or  right-hand quote.
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WRITE

WRITE  works  normally.     Several  line  or  group  numbers  may  be  given  after  a  single  WRITE
command,  separated  by  commas,  and  the  numbers may  be  calculated  (see  DO).    A  WRITE
command  no  longer  terminates  the  command  line.

Note:    WRITE  without  an argument  is  equivalent to  WRITE  ALL.

A  convenient  way  to  WRITE  groups  of steps  is  as  follows:    to  WRITE  all  the  steps  from  3.42
fo  3.77,  give  this  command:

+F  1=3.42,   .¢1,  3.77;   W+I

This  will  work  even  if there  are  only a  few  s+eps.

COMMAND  FORMATS

a)   The  character@is no  longer  ignored  by  FOCAL on  input,  and  is  treated  like  any other
character.    Thus,   it  is  not  suitable  for  leader.    For  I.his  reason,  tapes  prepared  on  FOCAL 8/68
with ©@@ e©for  leader,  will  cause  an  error message at the start of a  load.

b)    Blank  characters,  generated  by  CTRL/SHIFT/P or 'by  pressing   HERE-ls  (if the  answer-back
drum  has  not been  coded),  are  now suitable for  leader,  and  for  this  purpose  they will  echo
on-line.      They are  ignored  by  FOCAL at all  times.    To  prepare  a  tape  of a  program:

])    Type  WRITE  ALL,   but  do  not  press  RETURN.
2)   Turn  on  the  tape  punch.
3)    Generate  leader,  using  HERE-IS.
4)    Press  RETURN,  and  the  program  will  be  typed  and  punched.
5)   When  it  is  finished,  generate  more  leader,  turn  off-the

punch,  and  remove  the  tape.

To  punch  a  program  using  the  high-speed  punch,  simply turn  on  the  punch,   press  FEED  to

generate  leader,  and  type:

-OPTION  P;  WRITE  ALL;  OPTION  T

When  it  is  done,  press  FEED  again  to  generate  more  leader.

Blank  tape  may also  be  generated  by an  operating  program  by  the  use  of  OPTION  C;  leader
has  codes  of ¢ and  128.

c)    FOCAL mainl.a'ins an  input  buffer  and  an  output  buffer.    However,  whereas  the  output
buffer  is  16  characters  long,  allowing  FOCAL to  continue  processi`ng   while  it  is  still  typing

previous  output,  the  input  buffer  is  only one  charact.er  long.     Input  buffer  overflow  occurs
when  this  buffer  is  filled  faster  than  it  can  be  used,  and  causes  FOCAL I.o  slop  and  print  the
message  ? 1 I .18 .

12



Due  to  the  construction  of the  keyboard  control,  when  the  low-speed  reader  is on  and
Contains tape,  the  tape  is read  continuously,  whether or  not  FOCAL  is ready  for  the  next
character.    When  reading  in  long  tapes,  the  reader  can easily  get more  than  16  characters
ahead of the  output  and  cause  an  input buffer overflow.    There  are  two ways  I.o  prevent this:

I)    Every  ten  or  fifteen  lines,  stop  the  reader momentarily,
until  the  printing  hc[s  cclught  up.
2)    If a  lis+ing  o+. the  program  is  not  needed,  give  an
OPTION  N  command  before  reading  in  the  tape.    The
program  will  not  be  typed  as  it  is  read  in.    To restore  the
echo at the  end,  type  OPTION  E.

Note  that this  problem  does  not occur with  the  high-speed
reader;  reading takes  place  only as fast as  FOCAL  can  use  it.

d)    FOCAL  has a  Command  Buffer,  which  is  72  characters  long,  for  holding  dii.ecl  commands
as  they are  being  typed  in;  there  is  also  an  ASK  Buffer,  which  is 46  characters  long,  for
holding  input  typed  in  response  to  the  ASK  command.     If either  buffer  is  overflowed,   FOCAL
will  type  an  error  message  and  then  read  in  the  rest  of the  line,  which  will  also  probably
cause  an  error.    Therefore  it  is  important that  I)   program  steps do  not  exceed  72  characters,
including  the  line  number  in  it.s standard  form  (XX.XX  ),  and  2)  data  input  expressions  do  not
exceed  46  characters  (inc.Iuding  comment,   it. any).

e)    FOCAL recognizes  commands by  their  first  letter and  ignores  the  rest of the  command  word.
Thus  FOCAL  commands  must be  properly  terminated  so  that  FOCAL  can  see  where  they end.
In  FOCAL 8/68,  the  only  terminator  is space,  and  it  is  necessary to  type  a space  after  the
command  word.     In  FOCAL 5/69,  the  following  characters  will  terminate  a  command  word:

space     I.    "    .    +   -   (    I    <   '    ;

Thus,   in  a  long  program  where  space  is  at a  premium,  some  storage  may  be  saved  in  some  cases
by omitting spaces.     In  the  following  example,  the  commcinds  on  the  left,   formerlly  illegal,
are  now equivalent to  the  commands on  the right:

T:I.

A:.W AF"W A ,'.  `.
I (WA-I  . 2)3 . 21 ;
T-I  .1 *WA

T   ..    I.

A "W Ai" W A'  1.  1.
I  (WA-I  .2)  3.21;
T  -I  .1 *WA

TYPE   I.    `-

A:SK "W AF=" W A,  '.  '.
IF   (WA-I  .2)  3.21;
TYPE  T1.1 *WA

Note:    GOTO must be  one  word,  since  it  is  a single  command.    If GO  TO  is typed  (as two
words),   FOCAL will  only skip  to  the  first  (separating)  space,   then,  finding  no  line  number,  will
interpret I.he  command as  "GOTO  ¢. "

f)    ln  FOCAL 8/68,  there  was a  restriction of about  1¢ consecutive  digits  in  a  number,  which,
if exceeded,  caused  an  error  message  "literal  number  too  large. "   This restriction  has been
removed.   Any  number of digits  may be  typed;   however,  digits beyond  about the  first eight
will  have  no  significance  and  will  be  processed  only as  place  markers.
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i
MISCELLANEOUS  CHANGES  AND  RESTRICTIONS

a )   The  arithmetic  priorities  have  been  changed  to  conform  to  standard  algebra  and  to  FORTRAN .
Mu[tiplica[ion  and  division  are  on  the  same  priority  level,  as  are  addition  and .subtraction.     In
the  absence  of  parentheses,   FOCAL will  perform  multiplication  and  division  together  in
left-to-right  order,   followed  by  addition   and  subtrciction  in  left-to-right  order.    The  priority
list  is  now  as  follows:

Exponentiation .
?and/        Multiplication  and  Division

+and  -       Addition  and  subtraction.

:r)oJtJS2¢n4°8Wt:e[#7:[eF:::axj::naennt:mobuet:::°eath|::::jgvee,P:r:rh.,c:eagrae'ne:tp:nn#sa,retjn:eagnenr:t
be  used.     Instead,   use:

NX = ex  ]n  N   =   FEXP(  X  *  FLOG(  N)  )

c)    Changes  to  functions:

1)    FITR(X)  ref.urns  the  value  of the  greatest
integer  less  than  or equal  to X.    FOCAL 8/68
worked  improperly  for  numbers  between  zero
and  -I  .

FITR(3 .I )-3

F ITR(2 . 9)=  2
FITR(I  .5)=  I

F [TR(-.1 )=  -I

F [TR(-. 9)--I
FITR(-1)=    -]
F ITR(-5 . 4)= -6

2)    FSGN(X),   the  sign  function,   is  equal  I.o  1   if
X  is  positive  and  nonzero    P  if X  is  zero,  and
-1   if x  is  negative.    Previously,   FSGNW)  was

given  as  I  .
FSG N(-27 . 9)=  -1
FSGN(T3.4E7)=  I
FSG N¢)=           ¢
FSG N(2E-555)= 1

3)    FRAN(  ),   the  random  number  function,   is  equal
to a  random  fract.ion  between  zero and  one.    Un-
like  FRAN  (   )  in  FOCAL  8/68,   this  random  number

generator  is  suitable  for  statistical  use  of any  kind.
The  numbers  are  well\-distributed  and,   in  fact,   are
not  expected  to  repeat  for  over  four  billion  numbers.

d)   The  *  (asterisk)  command,   which  controlled  the  high-speed  reader  in  FOCAL 8/68,   is

14
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asterisk  to  back-arrow,  so  I.hat the  "Ready"  character  at  the  end  of a  punched  tape  will
not result  in  an  error  message  when  the  tape  is read  back  in  (a  back-arrow at  the  beginning
of a  line  is  simply  ignored).    Thus,  when  FOCAL  types  a  back-arrow,   it  is  in  command
mode,  and  this  is  a  signal,   "Your  turn  to  type. "

e)   The  FOCAL 8/68  provision  for  "Alphabetic  numbers"  is  not  implemented  in  FOCAL
5/69.     Numbers  are  composed  only of signs,  digits,  a  decimal  point and  "E,."  and  a
number  such  as ¢ABC  is  not  permitted.    Alphclbetic  informc]tion  in  response  to  the  ASK
command  isnow  interpreted  as  a  var.iable  name  rather  than  as  an  "alphabetic  number. "
To  program  for  user  responses  such  as  "YES"  and  "NO, "  simply  define  the  variables  YE
and  NO before  giving  the  ASK stalement.     More sophisticated  alphabetic  input  (and  also
output)  may  be  handled  in   character  mode.

ALT-MODE  is  no  longer a  special  ASK  character.     In  FOCAL 8/68,   it was  used  to  skip
over  the  ASK  command.    The  same  result may  be  achieved  in  FOCAL 5/69 by  iust typing
the  name  of the  variable  that  is  being  ASKed.

f)   When  FOCAL 8/68  encountered  a  variable  which  had  not yet been  defined,    it  did  not
recognize  this  fact  and  took  that variable.s  value  to  be  zero.    In  practice  this  caused  con-
fusion  because  users  were  usually  not aware  that  they  were  dealing  with  undefined
variables.

This  has  been  fixed   in  FOCAL 5/69.     When  an  undefined  variable  name  is  found  in  an
expression  which  is  being  evaluated,  an  error  message  is  printed.    This  reminds  +he  user  to
initialize  his  variables  before  he  uses  them  in  expressions.

g)    FOCAL 5/69  will  not  operate  on  a  PDP-5.

USER  AREA   INFORMATION

The  user  area  is  the  area  of core  from  3432  t.o  5112,  or  from  3432  to  5577  if the  exl.ended
functions  have  been  deleted.     In  decimal,   these  figures  are  8]6  and  1 ]26  words,  respectively
The  user  area  is  used  for storing  the  user  program  ("text"),  the  names  and  values  of all
defined  variables,  and  the  push-down  list  which  is  used  by  FOCAL  for  keeping  track  of
operations.    The  text  is stored  in  the  user  area starting at the  bottom.    Variables are stored
starting at the  end  of the  text  (this  is why they are  erased  every time  the  text  is  changed).
The  push-down   list  is  filled  from  the  top of the  user area  backwards.    Eleven  words  are
reserved  for  the  push-down  list when  execution  starts,  but usually  more  is  needed.    When
the  push-down  list and  the  variable storage  run  into each other,  the  messclge  ?¢2.81   is

printed and  execution  stops.

The  following  is  a  discussion  of storage  requirements:

a)    Every defined  variable  requires  5 words  of storage.
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b)    Every  line  of text  requires  three  words  of stora`ge  plus  one  word  for  every  I.wo  printing
characters  on  the  line,  not  including  the  line  number  and  the  space  immediately  after  it.
Other  spaces,  however,  take  half a  word  each  like  printing  characters.    Nonprinting
characters  take  a  full  word  each.

c)   The  length  of the  push-down  list  varies  during. the  running  of a  program,  and  tends  to
take  up more  space  the  more  complex  the  program  is.    Here  are  some  guides:

1)    Each  DO  requires  7  words  for  t.he  duration  of the  DO.    FOCAL uses
these  locations  to  remember  where  it  was before  the  DO was  execijted,
so  that  it  can  return  to  it  later.

2)    Each  FOR  command  requires  12  words,  which  are  used,   until  the
FOR  is  exited,   for  storing  the  loop values.

3)    Extra  space  is also   needed  while  FOCAL evaluates  an  expression;
the `arhount  needed  depends  on  the  complexity  of the  expression .

d)     A  usef.ul  rule-of-thumb  is  as  follows:

Space  required  (in  words) = 3n + S+5v

where       n=the  number  of  lines  in  the  program.
c = the  number  of characters  in  the

program,   not  including  line  numbers.
v =  the  number  of variables  defined  within

the  program.    N.ote  that  the  separate
subscripted  elements  of an  array  coijnt
the same  as  single  variables

Subtract  the  resulting  figure  from  the  total  sp;ce  available  (816  or  1126)  to  find  the  amoun+
of remaining  space  (which  must also  serve  the  needs  of the  push-down  list).

Saving  FOCAL  Programs  On  the  Disk

Often-used  programs  may be  saved  on  the  systems device and  called  back  into  FOCAL at a
later  time .

Before  this  may  be  done,   it  is  necessary  to  SAVE  a  file  called  "RESTART,  "  used  For  re-
starting  FOCAL after  OPTION  M  has  been  used  to  call  a  user  program.    This  is  done  as
fol lows=

. FOCAL

C-FOCAL,  5/69
-OPTION M
.SAVE  REST  I.  7200-7577;  2¢¢
. RESTART

Pfap).foD4- (indicating  FOCAL  has restarted)
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Saving  a  Program

Compose  and  debug  the  program  as  usual  on  FOCAL.    Now  type:

-OPTION M
.SAVE  NAME  : ¢,  34¢¢-5177;
. RESTART

ifyfrj.ffi
•=

(where  NAME  is  the
name  desired  for  the
user  file)

The  program  is still  in  core  and  has  not  been  affected  by the  save.    If the  extended
functions  are  deleted  at  the  time  of the  SAVE,  the  following  core  specifications  should  be
used  in  the  SAVE  commcind:

.SAVE NAIut. .. ¢ , uwf a , &AirtyirFiF;in .,

Calling  c]  Program

FOCAL must  be  in  core  before  a  program  can   be  called  from  the  disk.

-OPTION M
. CALL  NAME
. RESTART
®.IfJ:frfl
1--

The  called  program  replaces  the  previous  contents  of the  user  area.     If the  extended  functions
were  deleted  when  the  called  program  \^/as  saved,  they  will  be  deleted  now.     If the  extended
functions  were  present  at save  time  but  deleted  in  FOCAL before  the  user  program  was  called,
they  will  be  deleted  now,  but  the  extra  space  will  not  be  available  until  a  LIBRARY  DELETE
command  is  given .

CAUTION:    Do  not  attempt  I.o  use  RESTART  unless  FOCAL  is  in  core.

Saving  and  Ca"ing  in  TWO-USER  FOCAL

lt  is  equally  simple  to  save  user  programs  while  running  .Two-User  FOCAL..   .   The  file
RESTART  is  saved  the  same  way as  for  st.andard  FOCAL.

::rectey:::Pis:ayeo:i:::ro¢p:::tgersa;:'byef::reTeYtfe,rat:'r;:i:s,::da::ivveesamnudstu:eetT:,dsea:reo:r:hcaetdure
as  that  explained  above.  -A  p-rogram  saved  from  Field ¢  will  be  loaded  Tnt.o  Field ¢  when
called;  there  is  no  way  to  load  it  into  Field  1.     When  either  saving  or  calling,   Field  I   p.-o-

9rams  will  not  be  affected.

The  following  commands  are  typed  on  TTY¢.
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Saving  a  TTY  1   program  with  extended  functions:

+OPTION M
.SAVE  NAM2 ; ¢,  34¢¢-15177;
. RESTART
r).tlJ .f rf a-

To  save  when  the  extended  functions are  deleted,   use  this  specification:

.s iNE NA!NI2 .. ¢ , uwf a , 3Af lipr iF!5i77 .,

Calling  a  TTY  1   program:

+OPTION M
. CALL  NAM2
..RESTART
D.prf a .f f if lj

++

In  all  of the  above  cases,  the  Field ¢  program  will  not  be  affected.

It  is  importa!`t  to  be  awai.e,  when  calling  programs  off the  disk,   to  remember  which  field  they
were  saved  from.    User  programs  win  always  be  loaded  into  the  field  from  which  they  were
saved .

TWO-USER  OPERATION

In  TWO-USER  FOCAL the  teletypes  operate  independently of each  other.    Operation  for
each  user  is  the  same  as  for standard  FOCAL,   with  the  exception  of disk saving  and  calling,
as  described  above,  and  t.he  changes described  below:

I)   The  LIBRARY  DELETE  command  is  automatically  available  on  both  teletypes,   as  are  the
extended  functions.    The  functions  may  be  de!efed  on  either  terminal  without  affecting  the
other .

2)   The  OPTION  M  command  is  illegal  on  TTY  1,  and  will  result  in  an  error  message.

3)   The  high-speed  reader  may  be  used  by  either  user.    Reader  usage  is  determined  by
Switch  Register  bit¢  on  the  computer  console.     If  it  is  set  to a   it may  be  used  by  User ¢ ,
and  if  it  is set  to  1   it  is  used  by  User  1.     If one  ljser  attempts  to  use  the  reader  and  I.he
switch  is set to  the  other  user,   FOCAL will  proceed  as  if the  reader  has  run  out  of  tape,  aild
will  swap  to  keyboard  input for  that  user;  the  other  user  will  experience  no  difficulty.

4)    High-speed  I)unch  usage  is  not switched.    The  punch  may  be  used  by  either  user;
however,   it  is  important  that  only one  user a+tempt  to  use  it  a{. any  one  time.    Attempts  at
simultaneous  use  will  have  unpredictable  results.
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air-      ai+      --

Note:    The  I/0 swapping  routines  have  been  improved  in  this   Two-User version.    In
particular,   FOCAL 5/69 does  not have  the  problem  ot. the  reader operating slowly and
roughly when  the  other  user  is active.
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DECIMAL AScll  CODES  FOR  FOCAL,  5/69

20

Code        Character

128             CTRL/S HFT/P

137
138
139

14¢
141

142
]43
144
145

146
147
148

149
15¢
151

152
153
154
155
156
]57
]58
159
16¢
161

]62
163
164
165
166
167
]68
169
17¢
171

(leader)
CTRVA
CTRL/B
CTRL/D
CTRVE
CTRVF
CTRVG (be I I)
CTRL/H
CTRL/I
line  feed
CTRL/K
CTRVL
return
CTRL/N
CTRVO
CTRL/P
CTRL/Q
CTRL/R
CTRL/S
CTRL/T
CTRL/U
CTRVV
CTRL/W
cTRVx
CTRVY
CTRL/Z
CTRVSHFT/K
CTRL/SHFT/L
CTRL/SHFT/M
CTRL/SHFT/N
CTRVSHFT/C)
SPC)Ce

Code       Character Code          Character

Codes  224 to  25¢
are  for  lower-case
letters  on  some
teletypes.    On  most
terminals,   print-
ing  these  characters
will  result  in  char-
acters  identical  to
192  through  218.

Codes  251   to  254
vary on  different
te I etypes .

FOCAL  considers
the  printing  char-
acters  to  be  codes
16¢ through  223.

Code   131   (CTRL/C)
is  FOCAL's  break
c haracfer .

The  characters
E; \  and I are
generated  by  SHFT/ K,
SHFT/L and  SHFT/M
respectively.
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ERROR  DIAGNOSTICS  OF  FOCAL,  5/69

Messages  in  these  forms:

?nn.nn                           Error  in  direct  command.
?nn.nn@  nn.nn       Error  numberestep  number.

?¢¢.¢¢     -Manual  restart,  or  restart  from  monitor.
?¢1.¢¢     -Interrupt.ed  by  CTRL/C.
?¢1 :34     -Illegal  group  zero  usage.
?¢1.42     -Line  number  with  zero  fractional  part.
?¢T  .  I  I 3   -    Ei.Tor  in  step  !iumber.

?¢2.45     -Nonexistent  step referenced  'oy  DO.
?02.63     -Nonexistent  group  referenced  b`/  DO.
?P2.81      -Push-down  list  overflowed.   May  be  too  many  variables,  expression  too

complex,  or  DO's  nested  t.oo  deeply  (something  Doing  itself?).
?¢3.1¢     -Nonexis+ent  line  referenced  oy  GOTO or  lF.
?¢3.32     -Illegal  command.
?¢4.¢1      -lF  not  followed  by  parenthesized  expression.
?¢4.26     -Left  of =  in  error  in  FOR  or  SET.
?¢4.35     -Excess  right  parentheses  in  FOR  or  SET.
?¢4.42     -Bad  format  in  FOR
?¢5.26     -Excess  right  parentheses  or  bad  format  in  TYPE.
?¢5.61       -    Illegal  or  nonexistent  step  numbgr  a.I.I.er  MODIFY.

?¢6.¢7     -Illegal  use  of  function  or  number.
?¢6.56     -Undefined  variable  used  in  expression.
?¢6.62     -Variable  storage  exceeded.
?¢7.12     -Comma  or  operator  missing  in  an  expressioii.
?¢7.32     -   Operator  missing  before  left  parenthesis.
?¢7.1¢8   -Double  operators  in  an  expression.
?¢7.123    -Function  name  not  immediately  followed   by  parenthesized  expression.
?¢8.¢2     -Illegal  function  name.
?¢8.59      -Mismatched  parentheses.
?1]  .18     -Input  buffer  overflowed.   Something  typed  on  keyboard   or  read  from  teletype

?12.44     -
?'3-57     -
?22.46     -
?23.11       -
?24.22    -
?26.42    -
?26.113   -
?28.123  -

reader  when  FOCAL  was  not ready  for  it.
Input  line  too  long,  or  stol.age  filled  by  program.
OPTION  M  attempted  on  teletype  I.
Zero  or  negative  ai-gijment  foi-  FLOG(X) .
Double  periods  in  a  number.
Fixed-point  number  too  lar`ge.
Illegal  option  name.
IHegal   LIBRARY  command
Division  by  zel.o  or  zero  to  a  !iegative  power.

?3¢.21      -Raising  to a  power  greater  than  2P47 or  less  than  -2¢48.
?3¢.52     -Square  root of a  negative  number.
?3]  .127  -Unavailable  command  or  function,    illegal  character,  or   miscellaneous  error.

2'
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a            THIS   DECTAPE   (LINCTAPE)    CONTAINS   THE   SOURC.E   AND   BINARY

FILES   FOR   EDWARD   A   TAFT   III°S   FOCAL    5/69    (DECusg    F`OCAL8-52A)

AND   AN    8K   OVERLAY    (DECUSS    FOCAL8-189)    DEVELOPED   BY   MAGNUS

LUNDIN®       THIS   TAPE  HAS   BEEN    SUBMITTED   INDEPENDENTLY   FOR   THE'

CONVENIENCE   OF   ps;8-Os;8   `pROGRAMMEns   AND   HENCE   MIGriT   NOT

REELECT   CHANGES   MADE   BY   "E   AUTHORS   TO    TH'ESE   PROGRAMS   AT   A

LATER   DATE.       THE   FILEDATE   INDlcATEs   TriE   vERsloN    INCLUDED.

MINOR   EDITING   0F   THE   ORIGINAL    POP-l®   SOURCE  HAS   BEEN    PER-

FO"ED   S0   THAT   ASSEMBLY   MAY   BE   DONE  WITH   \PAL8.       "E   PRO-

CEDURE   IS   GIVEN   ON   "E   F{BST   PAGE  OF   "E   SOURCE  WHicH   MAY

BE  LISTED   0N    "E   TTY   WITH   PIP.      NOTE   THAT   THE   BINARY   FILES

AS   WELL   AS   A   CORE-IMAGE   FILE   ARE   INCLUDED   S0    THAT   ASSEMBLY

Is   ONLy  NECEssAriy   FOR   puRpOsEs   OF  MODIFlcATION..      "E  LIST-

ING    FIL,ES   MA+   BE   PROCESSED   WITH   CREF   IF   DESIRED.

CON TEN T S :

WRITE   ®UP

FOCAL    ®SV

ro CAL 5 . 69
ELOAT5~..69
EXTN D5.®. 69
8K0 VR5.®-69
2USER5..-69

FOCAL    .EN
EX"D  '.'EN
8KOVR  -.-EN
2USER   ..-EN

FOCAL   .LS
EX"D  `.'LS
8KOVR  :..LS
2USER  ..-LS

7/ I 5/ 7 3

7/ 2 5/ 7 2

7/25/72
7, 2 5, 7 2-1, 2:5, 1 2:

6/ 29/ 71
7 ~, 25, T 2

7/ 2 5/ 7 2
7, 2 5, 7 2
67 219,11
7 i Z5' T 2`

7/25/72
1 , t25, , 2
6, 29 / 7' I
7/25/72

THIS   FILE

SINGLE-USER.    8X.    EXTENDED   FtJNCTI0NS

F`OCAL   LANGUAGE   PROCESSOR   ( SOURCE)
ARI"METIC   PACKAGE   (SOURCE)
SIN.    COS.    ATN.    LOG.    EXP   (SOURCE)
SINGLE   USER   8K   OVERLAY   (SOURCE)
TWO   USER   PATCH    {SOURCE)

MAIN   BINART   FILE
EXTENDED   FUNCTIONS
8K   PATCH
DUAI..    TTY

LISTING

',,

22

JIM   VAN    ZEE
UNIV.    OF   WASH.
DEFT.-   OF   CHZ".-
SEATTLE.    WASH.-
98195
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/****   F`OCAL   5/69   **** PAI8-V7     7/25/72        PAGE   I

/****   Focal.   5/69   ****
/E®A.TAFT   -REVIS.ION   OF   FOCALW   8/68               /EAT/   25-JUL-72

/ASSEMELY   INSTRUCTIONS   FOR   DECUS   DECTAPE   VERSIONS

/INPUT   FILEsi
/                     F.OcfEL5. 69
/                       FLOATS.®. 69
/                     EXTN D5..-69
7                      8KOVR5-.-69
/.                    2USER5..-69

/ASSEMBLY   USING   PALS-V7

/
/
/

FOCAL   LANGUAGE   PROCESSOR
FLOATING   POINT   PACKAGE
EXTENDED   FLNCTION    PACKAGE
8K    SINGLE   USER   PATCH
2-USER   OVERLAY   (8K    SYSTEN)

(AssunEs   INpuT   FILEs  ON   UNIT.I)
•AS   DTAI    DSK'.-R   PALS

* F0 GAL . FO GAL-F0 C4L 5. 69. FLOATS j 69
a  PAL8

* EXTN D, Ex" pr EXTN D5 . 69
. a  PALS•*8KOVB, 8KOVR.8KOVR5. 69

•n   PALS
* 2USER® 2USER-2USER5. 69

/EX"PLE   BELOW   LOADS   AND   SAVES   8K    SINGl.E   USER   VERSION   WITH
/EXTENDED   FUNCTIONS:

/CALLING

•R   ABSLDB

i::;i::;i:O¥8KOVRS
C-FOCAL   5/69.   8K.    F
0

2.1
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